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A NATIONAL BESTSELLER!The eagerly awaited follow-up to the best-selling Instant Loss
CookbookBrittany Williams has taken the weight loss world by storm again with her second
book, Instant Loss: Eat Real, Lose Weight. After reaching a peak weight of 260 pounds and
spending a lifetime struggling with obesity, yo-yo dieting, autoimmune diseases, and chronic
fatigue, Brittany changed her relationship with food and lost an astonishing 125 pounds in a
year through diet alone. She cut processed and takeout foods from her diet
and eliminated gluten, most grains, and sugar, all without sacrificing the flavors of the foods she
loved, and quickly grew legions of fans as she shared her meal plans on InstantLoss.com.
Armed with a collection of 125 all-new delicious recipes for the Instant Pot, air fryer, and more,
Brittany’s latest book shows how to make this a sustainable lifestyle with kid and family-friendly
meals—from Strawberry Shortcake Oatmeal to Cowboy Chili to Easy 2-Minute Pork Chops.
Members of her growing community have reported losing 50 and even 100 pounds themselves,
and this cookbook will help others achieve similar success with simple, delicious meals, nearly
all ready in 30 minutes or less.

About the AuthorJUSTIN WEBER is from northern Wisconsin, has two children who are his most
eager taste testers, and posts recipes and health tips on social media @CrowMoonKitchen.--
This text refers to the paperback edition.Review“Justin has created such diverse, healthy, and
good for your soul recipes. These recipes will alter your perspective on the way plant-based and
weight-loss food are viewed!” ―Leoncio Heredia (@Chefboyarleezy)“With numerous plant-
based cookbooks currently hitting bookshelves, The WFPB Cookbook stands out with its family-
friendly recipes focused on fresh, easy-to-find ingredients. Justin’s physical transformation
inspired me, but when I saw how much his family loves his cooking, that’s when I knew his
recipes could inspire others to make a plant-based switch, if even for just one meal a week.”
―James Schend, Taste of Home Deputy Editor“I read cookbooks like fiction novels, and Justin's
cookbook was a page turner until the very end. I loved how he explains the ingredients that I
might not be familiar with on a plant-based diet. I immediately flagged 10 recipes to try first (I will
make them all!) and have already made the Carrot Cake Oatmeal and the Sweet Potato
Gnocchi. Both recipes will be on my menu rotation. You'll love this cookbook―highly
recommended!” ―Biz Velatini from My Bizzy Kitchen (mybizzykitchen.com)--This text refers to
the paperback edition.
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This book presents the research and ideas of its author. It is not intended to be a substitute for
consultation with a healthcare practicioner. Consult with your healthcare practicioner before
starting any diet or supplement regimen. The publisher and the author disclaim responsibility for
any adverse effects resulting directly or indirectly from information contained in this
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trade.permissions@hmhco.com or to Permissions, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing
Company, 3 Park Avenue, 19th Floor, New York, New York 10016.Library of Congress
Cataloging-in-Publication Data is available.Book design by Suet Chongv4.1120For Avey, Ben,
and NoahMy little ragtag bunch.You are my reason.contentsThank
youPrefaceIntroductionbreakfastbreads, cakes, and muffinssoups and stewssaladspoultrybeef
and lambseafoodporkmeat-free mainssidesdressings and saucessnacksdessertIndexMore from
Brittany WilliamsAbout the AuthorConnect with HMHthank youBrady, you’re the real MVP. Thank
you for supporting my dreams, encouraging me to create, and for doing countless loads of
dishes. I love you crazy big.Avey, Ben, and Noah, faithful taste testers, comedic relief, and lights
of my life. Being your mother is my greatest accomplishment. Thank you for sharing me so that I
can help others. I love you.Mom and Dad, thank you for always being my #1 fans, for all the free
babysitting, and for sharing your stories in this book. You are an inspiration!Family, there are SO
many of you, thank you all!! To my sister, Bethany, for all the encouragement, my Aunt Kim for all
the free phone therapy, my grandparents (all of you) who have helped me in ways unspeakable,
my brothers, Colin, Kyle, Connor, Caleb, and Tristan, for buying more books than any sane
person/people should—I love you guys. There are too many of you to name, but you know who
you are. I’m so grateful to have a mess of people who love me.Friends Heather, Shaylee, Janna,
AlinaJoy, Katie, Roxanne, Carol, Tracy, Teri, Samantha, Candy, Chrissy, and Tana—I’m forgetting
people, but you know who you are. My dearest sisters, I am thankful that no matter how far life
takes us apart, it brings us right back together without missing a step. Thank you for investing in
me, even if it’s just a text that I forget to respond to. Love you all.My editor, Justin Schwartz, plus
Sari Kamin, Brianna Yamashita, Jacqueline Quirk, Marina Padakis Lowry, Tai Blanche, designer
Suet Chong, and the entire HMH team. This has been such a great experience. Thank you for
listening to my vision and trusting me to take it where I wanted. You made me a better writer and
developer by pushing my boundaries, just a bit, and the culmination of growth is shown here on
these pages. I couldn’t have asked for a better team of people. Justin, I just adore you, I hope
you know.My photography team—Ghazalle Badiozamani, Monica Pierini, Jenna Tedesco,



Bridget Kenny, Leila Clifford, and Toby Klinger. I still can’t get over how you looked at photos of
my living room and created an entire photoshoot around them! Every single photo in this book is
magnificent, and it was an honor to watch you ladies work. Thank you for sharing your talents.
You elevated this project to another level.Ashley Wright Photography, thank you for answering
my panicked call and editing my family photos so they have that extra touch of brilliance. You are
a brilliant photographer but an even better friend. If you’re in DFW, look her up!Lisa Rovick, for
testing every. single. recipe. Thank you for the countless hours on the phone and all of your
advice and expertise. These recipes are beyond because of you. I loved every second of
working side by side in the kitchen with you, even if it was across the country.My agent, Andrea
Barzvi, at Empire Literary, you keep me sane. Thank you for sharing your wisdom, counsel, and
for believing in me before most.The Instant Loss Community, I wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t for
you. You saw something in me before I ever saw it in myself. Not every girl has 150,000 friends
that she gets to talk to every day! I’m so proud of the community we’ve built, designed to
encourage and elevate others. I’m so grateful for how y’all really uplifted me. Thank you for
contributing to the conversation. We are helping so many together, and I pray that we get to do
so for a very long time.Jesus, my story is full of broken pieces that You continuously help me put
back together in the most meaningful ways. Thank you for being the grace that saved my life.I
asked my husband for a stovetop pressure cooker and he surprised me with this newfangled
fancy machine with a million buttons instead. I was frustrated. I didn’t want some technowiz
gizmo gadget with a manual as long as my arm. I had two toddlers and another baby on the way.
I didn’t need another thing to figure out. I just wanted a regular old pressure cooker. The Instant
Pot was no regular pressure cooker.It sat in a box in our living room for weeks. I was intimidated
and a bit scared I was going to blow up the house, so I let it sit there. Eventually it became part of
the furniture. Couch, coffee table, arm chair, Instant Pot. One day, my husband asked me if he
should return it. He got my guilty conscience all stirred up, and I finally took it out of the box.I
spent an entire morning reading the manual cover to cover. I figured I’d try my hand at making
rice. Rice is cheap—if I mess it up, what have I lost?In about half an hour, we had perfectly
cooked rice. I didn’t have to babysit it on the stove, I just threw all the ingredients in the pot,
folded a couple loads of laundry, changed a diaper, and presto! Rice!My kids asked for seconds.
I was sold.I’ve had my pot for three years. Since then, I’ve had three more pregnancies. My
weight has yo-yoed along with my willpower.In January 2017, I was sick and tired of feeling sick
and tired. I kicked processed food and I stopped eating fast food. I was confident that, with the
help of my pressure cooker, my family could successfully stop eating out and start eating most of
our meals at home.Well, we’re doing it! I haven’t asked my husband to bring home dinner at all
this year! With the exception of a couple date nights, we haven’t eaten anywhere but home for
the last three months. As an awesome side effect, I’ve lost 41 pounds!So, to my Instant Pot,
thank you. I really love you and I think everyone should have you.—Brittany Williams, Facebook
post, April 3, 2017prefaceIn 2017, the post on the previous page went viral on Facebook. I
received thousands of friend requests, private messages, and comments. Everyone wanted to



know the same thing, “Do you have a cookbook? How can I do this too?” So I started the Instant
Loss Facebook community out of pure necessity. Within 24 hours, we had over 20,000 people
join. If there was something I was doing that could help other people, I wanted to share it. I
began posting my recipes on Facebook, but it was inefficient. I needed an easier way to share
recipes, so one week after that Facebook post of mine went crazy, I launched .I was a
homeschooling, stay-at-home mom of three who had no computer experience. I didn’t know
what I was doing. My website was paperclipped and duct-taped together. I honestly didn’t think
anyone would be interested in anything I had to say, but our first day online the site had 52,000
views!People began making my recipes and started to see the pounds fall off. But the most
encouraging thing for me was being able to witness the empowerment people were
experiencing through befriending their kitchens and taking charge of what they were eating.By
the end of 2017, I’d lost 125 pounds and saw my autoimmune disease go into remission, and I
did it all through changing my relationship with food.We had members in our community who
were boasting the same success. It wasn’t a diet, and we weren’t restricting ourselves. Weight
loss was a byproduct of fixing the real problem and we were all excited to share.In 2018, we
released the Instant Loss Cookbook. I was completely terrified. I didn’t know if people would love
or hate it. I was just a regular girl; a book was big time! I was working 12- to 16-hour days at that
point, running Instant Loss, creating content, and developing recipes. I told my husband, if just
one person reads the book and feels like they’re not alone anymore, it’ll all be worth it.The book
came out in October 2018 and was a smashing success. It became a national bestseller and
crazy things started to happen! I was featured in the New York Post and invited to be on the
Today show with Al Roker and Joy Bauer. People connected, and they loved the recipes, but
everyone had one question, “When’s the next book coming out?”So, I gladly threw myself back
into development mode and spent the majority of 2019 creating the book that you’re holding in
your hands. Though all of this required a lot of very hard work on my part, I am not disillusioned. I
know exactly why I’m here and why I have experienced the amount of success I’ve experienced.
I owe it all to you and to my Heavenly Father.Y’all’s support has propelled me to where I am
today. It’s enabled me to do what I’m passionate about for a living, and it drives me to continue to
create. Never in my wildest dreams could I have imagined when I wrote that Facebook post that
two years later I’d be sitting here, a national bestselling author with her second book. I am only
able to do all that I do because of your support. I never want to forget, trivialize, or take that for
granted. From the bottom of my heart, I thank you.In Instant Loss Eat Real, Lose Weight, you’ll
find over 100 recipes for your Instant Pot, air fryer, and more. The recipes are crazy delicious,
most come together in under 30 minutes, and they’ve been tested and received the seal of
approval from families just like yours!Within the next few pages, you’ll find more practical
information on how I lost the weight and why I’ve been able to successfully keep it off for two
years. I’ve also included an ingredient section that includes acceptable substitutions for those
with allergies, so that no one has to feel left out.This book is so different from my first. I attribute a
lot of that to the team at my publisher, HMH, for taking this wild card on. One of the biggest



gripes I heard with the first book was that there weren’t enough photos. Because the team for
this book is so incredible and believes in what we’re doing, we were able to provide a stunning
photo for almost every single recipe in the book. I wanted so many accompanying photos
because I knew that they would help you tremendously as you cook your way through the book!
During this process, I’ve found that change can sometimes manifest itself almost instantly.
Believing in myself and the wild possibility of my own impact has encouraged others to believe in
themselves in the same way. To paraphrase something I read in a book once, sometimes
someone has to show you how to love something before you can love it. It is my fervent wish
that, by reading through these pages, you see my love for nutrition and might be encouraged to
gain a new love and appreciation for nutrition yourself.Wishing you wellness in all that you
do,BrittanyintroductionDitch that Diet!This isn’t a diet book. This is a book about loving yourself,
loving food, and experiencing freedom from the self-inflicted bondage we’ve all experienced in
our pursuit of “skinny.”I’ve been on countless diets throughout the years, pursuing the wrong
thing. The issue with dieting is that it’s not sustainable. It teaches you the rules of the diet, but
what happens next? How do you maintain the success you achieved? Or how do you continue
to achieve success when the way you’re eating is so restrictive that it’s not something you want
to continue for any length of time?I want to encourage you to stop pursuing skinny. If weight loss
is your main motivation, I’m going to share with you why that might be foiling your progress. I
chased after this ideological image of myself for years in a relentless pursuit of being thin. If
there was a diet, I tried it. A pill, I took it. But I was focusing on all the wrong things. My mind
would tell me “if you were thin, you’d be happy.” But my mind was wrong.Healthy isn’t a
size.Happiness isn’t a weight.My problem wasn’t that I was obese. That was just a symptom. My
problem was that I didn’t hold myself in high enough regard. I didn’t assign enough value to my
health and well-being. I gave my time, effort, and sanity to everyone around me, never prioritizing
my own needs. Then, after I was beaten down, with nothing left and exhausted to the depths of
my soul, I’d medicate myself with food.“You deserve this,” I’d tell myself.“You’ve earned this ice
cream.”“A cheeseburger will make you feel all better.”I had to surrender my right to be led by my
desires and acknowledge that my desires don’t always have my best interests in mind. I was
battling with disordered eating. Using food to self-medicate and “fix” the issues I had with myself,
self-sabotaging all the while. Bingeing on junk food never fixed one of my problems, though it
compounded a lot of them.Maybe you don’t have the same issue I had; maybe for you, it’s
simply not having the proper tools, which we’ll get to. But if you, like me, have been chasing this
version of yourself that you’ve never really been able to obtain, maybe it’s time to stop chasing.
Maybe it’s time to acknowledge that you are perfectly enough right now, exactly as you are.
Maybe it’s time to acknowledge that your issues aren’t because of a symptom but part of a
bigger problem and you need to align yourself with the solution.The Diet DilemmaThere are so
many different diets out there, it’s hard to know which one to choose. Is low-carb/high-fat the
right way? High-protein/low-fat? It can be completely overwhelming and confusing when one
week coconut oil is going to cure cancer, but the next week it’s demonized for saturated fat. (Our



cell membranes need saturated fat, by the way; after all, 50% of their composition is made up of
saturated fatty acids.)I’m convinced the reason there are so many different types of diets is
because we’re all so different. Some of us need more meat, and some do better with a
pescatarian-style diet, while others thrive on a plant-based one. No matter what diet or belief
system you ascribe to, there is one thing that everyone can agree on.No one thrives on a
processed food diet.Books have been written and documentaries have been filmed. There have
been personal trainers who stopped working out and started eating junk food just to prove this
point. The human body wasn’t designed to live on processed food alone. Weight gain is a mild
issue compared to the debilitating illnesses a processed food diet can trigger: diabetes, high
blood pressure, high cholesterol, autoimmune disease, fatty liver—the list goes on and on.The
best diet is the one that you can stick to for the rest of your life.I used to roll my eyes when
people would tell me weight loss required a lifestyle change. Now I’m the one saying it: it does.
To make it work, you have to make over your mindset. I’m not talking about for 30 days, I’m
talking about for all of your days.That doesn’t mean you can’t ever have Doritos again. It just
means that you’re not going to eat them for now. While working toward a goal, it’s important to
stay focused and on track. Processed foods have a tendency to trigger unhealthy habits. It’s best
to stay away from most of them while you’re getting healthy. Once you’ve reached your goal and
started to maintain, an indulgence periodically isn’t going to hurt you, but you’ll notice that your
desire for the foods of your past is probably not what it used to be.Counting CaloriesShould
you? Shouldn’t you? That’s something you need to decide for yourself. There’s nothing wrong
with counting calories or macros. These are tried and true methods that work for a lot of people,
but they also require a lot of additional work.I decided that, for myself, the nutrient content of my
food was more important than the calorie content. This wasn’t a free pass to eat as much as I
wanted; rather, it was an acknowledgement that the type of dieting I did in the past, when I
counted calories, didn’t work for me. I used to believe that every form of food was permissible as
long as it fit into my calorie goals, but all calories are not created equally. I lived on prepackaged
meal replacement shakes, low-fat freezer dinners, and 100-calorie snack packs. Processed,
processed, processed. I was feeding my body, but I wasn’t nourishing it, which left me feeling
hungry all the time.Rebecca and DanWe have struggled with weight issues for most of our adult
lives. Yo-yo dieting was a way of life for more than 15 years. We would lose weight on the latest
fad diet, only to put the weight right back on. Instant Loss got us motivated to learn about the
effects of food on the bod! In January 2018 we decided it was time to apply the knowledge we
had learned about food and start using Instant Loss recipes. Over the year we have lost a total of
101 pounds together! We have not yet reached our goal weights, so we will continue our journey
into this new year and beyond. Brittany and Instant Loss have inspired us and made getting
healthy so much more sustainable.Hunger is not a sustainable lifestyle.I was scared to make any
meals or eat anything that didn’t fit the set calorie count and it got me thinking, how in the world
were humans ever healthy before we started assigning numbers to food? I had to realign my
focus. I began putting more effort into finding whole, nutrient-dense, minimally processed foods



to fuel myself. I focused on quality and portion size instead of the calorie count. Focusing on
quality also meant listening to my body when it spoke to me. I realized what my body was trying
to tell me when it gave me hunger pains. It wasn’t saying “fill me up,” it was saying “fuel me
right.”Have you ever eaten an entire 2,000 calories worth of pizza in one sitting and then felt
hungry 20 minutes later? I have. It happens because we hear the body say, “I’m hungry,” but it’s
really saying “I need calcium, fiber, potassium, magnesium . . .” The body needs the real stuff.
The plant food. The stuff that grows in the soil and comes out of the ground. That stuff.I replaced
counting calories with eating intuitively. Now I listen to my body and feed it when it’s hungry.I
don’t fear food anymore.I don’t think about the numbers.This is food freedom!Denise CaillouetI
started gaining weight in high school. My weight steadily increased over the next 20 years. In
hindsight, I was eating because of my emotions. My infertility struggle and the loss of a few loved
ones intensified my emotional eating. In 2017 my son asked me if I would zip line with him the
following summer for his birthday, but I knew that I wouldn’t make the weight requirements. That
was my catalyst for change. I decided I was not going to be a sideline mom anymore. I started to
research healthy eating and stumbled upon Instant Loss. I officially started cooking Instant Loss
recipes on December 26, 2017. Since I began using them, I’ve lost 110 pounds and counting! In
June 2018, I was able to ride the zip line with my son for his birthday. We both cried tears of joy
and it was truly one of the most special days of my life.Intuitive EatingIntuitive eating is designed
to break our unhealthy diet mentality. It’s about honoring your hunger, making peace with food,
respecting your fullness, coping with your feelings without using food, and making healthful
choices.Diet MentalityIntuitive Eating MentalityWhat am I allowed to eat?What do I want to eat?
Will this make me look skinny?Will this nourish me?How do I look?How do I feel?I exercise so
that I can eat.I eat so that I have energy to exercise.I am afraid of food.Food is just food.I don’t
like what the scale says, so I am not going to eat today.I am going to honor my hunger and
respect my fullness by eating a nutrient-dense meal regardless of what the scale says.Eating
intuitively coupled with eating real, unprocessed food, freed me from the diet mentality!
Everything I was trying to obtain by following food rules I actually obtained by throwing the rules
out the window.The diet industry is a $60-billion-dollar-a-year racket with a 95% failure rate. Your
body is not the one that is failing you, it’s diet culture. Our pursuit of “health” is prohibiting us from
actually experiencing it. We’re going about it in all the wrong ways.Your body knows how to take
care of itself. It intuitively knows when we need to rest, move, and eat, but diet culture prohibits
you from tapping into your body’s knowledge. If you figure it out and truly listen to your body,
realizing that you don’t need a 30-day plan, a gym membership, a detox tea, a pill, or
supplements, then the diet culture loses consumers.All you need is you. You already possess all
the tools you need to be successful.You have to embrace your body, start listening to it, be
mindful of it, and respectful of it. When I began to treat my body like a friend or one of my
children, I began to see her in a different light. I began to really love her!When you take care of
your body, it takes care of you. Feed it well and in turn, it will prevent sickness and combat
disease. Go for a jog and it will flood you with a rush of endorphins afterward that improve your



mood and give you more energy. It’s all about listening to your body while integrating the things
you already know to be true about the way it functions.Portion SizesIf you’re not counting
calories, how do you know how much to eat? I use my hands to guide correct food portions for
each food group! (Per the Arizona State University School of Nutrition and Health
Promotion.)Protein: It’s customary to eat 3 to 4 ounces of a protein source at meal time. A great
way to judge how much you should eat is by using the palm of your hand as a portion guide, not
including your fingers or thumb.Vegetables: The perfect portion of a side of vegetables at meal
time is two hands cupped together, 2 to 4 cups.Fruit: A good portion guide for fruit is about one
cupped hand, 1 to 2 cups.Hanna NibbeI started cooking with the Instant Loss philosophy and
recipes and have lost just shy of 70 pounds in seven months! I was depressed, anxious, and had
no energy. Instant Loss showed me a sustainable way to change my lifestyle. I now have energy,
my anxiety is at an all-time low, my depression isn’t a burden in my life like it used to be, and I
have more self-confidence. Thank you, Instant Loss!Starches: Clench your hand to form a fist,
that’s as much starchy carbohydrates as you should eat for one portion, ½ to 1 cup.Fats: I’m a
fan of healthy fats. It’s recommended that a healthy serving of fats like peanut butter, mayo, or oil,
is equal to the size of your thumb. However, I’m a bit more indulgent than that and often eat a
little more, 1 to 3 tablespoons.These are practical tips that helped me on my journey. Please do
not allow them to overwhelm you. These are tools to use when deciding how to eat, what to eat,
and how much to eat. Every person is going to be different. If you find that you need a little more
or a little less, that’s okay! Respect your hunger and honor your fullness.Intermittent Fasting and
Hunger CuesIf you are anything like me, when you hear the word “fasting,” you think of starving.
But intermittent fasting simply means creating a rhythm for your body. It means fostering a period
of time when your body is not digesting, so that during that time, your body can divert that
energy to other bodily needs like healing, repair, and breaking down fat stores. Many doctors
and dieticians will tell you not to eat after 8 p.m., especially if you are trying to lose weight. They
recommend this because when you’re sleeping, the body uses that time to regenerate. But if you
eat a large meal right before bed, instead of utilizing energy for regeneration, the body uses it to
break down all of that food.In short, I stop eating before 8 p.m. and don’t begin eating again until
about 9 a.m. This gives my body a 13-hour resting or fasting period. Fasting for a minimum of 12
hours and up to 16 hours is optimal.While fasting is a great way to help the body function as it
should, there’s another component which is just as helpful: hunger cues. Being mindful of your
hunger cues is very important. Use a hunger scale to help you determine what cues your body is
giving you and if it’s a good time to eat!Hunger Scale1. Angry and Empty2. Grumpy and
Ravenous3. Irritated and Extra-Hungry4. Hungry5. Comfortable6. Satisfied7. Completely
Satisfied8. Uncomfortably Full9. Stuffed10. Sick1–3: It should be your priority to never fall into
this category. When we let ourselves get over-hungry, we tend to overeat. You can combat this
issue by carrying snacks with you wherever you go, being mindful of the time of day, and
planning ahead.4–5: This is the ideal range. When you feel the stirring of hunger pangs or even
before you’re truly hungry, maybe you’re comfortable but you know you’re close to being hungry,



this is the time to eat. Honor your hunger, and fill your body with nourishing foods.6–7: Be
mindful and choose to eat until you’re satisfied. It’s okay if you’re hungry again in another 2 to 3
hours. The goal shouldn’t be to stuff yourself but to be pleasantly content.8–10: Being stuffed or
overfull feels terrible! I like to remind myself when I’m eating a particularly tasty dish that might
cause me to overeat that I need to honor my body and respect it when it begins to signal that it’s
full. Even if there’s only a bite or two left on the plate, it’s better in the garbage bin or stored as
leftovers than sitting like a lump in my belly, making me regret my choice.Observing your body’s
natural hunger cues, in conjunction with intermittent fasting, will put your body into a healthy,
natural rhythm!MindsetUntil you change your thinking, you will always recycle your experiences.
Being healthy isn’t just about what we put into our bellies, but also what we put into our minds.
Finally having the ability to pursue a healthy lifestyle didn’t just start with befriending my kitchen,
but with changing my mindset about what it meant to be truly healthy.In the past, I’d spent a lot of
time focusing on what I couldn’t eat, how it wasn’t fair, or how I was dealt a crummy hand in the
metabolism lotto. I looked at people who lost weight successfully as an enigma. Sure, I could do
it too if I had her motivation, or that person’s support system, or someone else’s money and
resources, or if I liked all those foods. Excuses, deflection, self-pity. I focused on anything to
reassure myself it wasn’t possible, instead of focusing on how it could be possible.This required
a mental shift that was arguably the most difficult part of my journey. I had to target a quality of
life instead of an ideal weight or size, always asking myself, “Does this choice support the life I
am trying to create?”I had to ditch my all-or-nothing mentality. For instance, saying “Oh, I’ve
ruined my healthy eating for today, so I’ll just eat junk for the rest of the day” is like saying “Oh,
I’ve dropped my phone, I’ll stomp it until it breaks.”I had to acknowledge that I’m not perfect, that
I’m going to try my best, and allow that to be enough. I strove for persistence over perfection.I
had to make my goals obtainable. Pursuing an idealistic version of myself and never obtaining it
made me feel like a failure. I had to remove the expectations of what I should or shouldn’t look
like and focus on what was obtainable—being healthy.I had to pick one thing. Implementing too
many major life changes at once was too overwhelming and consistently made me want to quit
before I’d even begun. Help yourself be successful by picking one thing at a time and doing that
one thing well.Breaking the Addiction and Getting HelpI knew that in order to be successful with
this life change, I needed to have a safe zone, a place where I could retreat and be safe from
temptation. My house became my safe zone. I cleaned out my pantry. Anything that I knew might
cause me to falter in my resolve was not allowed in my safe zone, even if that item was a healthy
thing. If something was going to trigger my overeating tendency, I tried to steer clear of it. I began
to write down in my planner what I ate every day. I kept a water tally and notes to remind myself
to take my daily multivitamin.In the beginning, days were much easier than nights because of the
way I’d structured my eating habits. My body was conditioned to eat while we watched TV after
putting the kids to bed. Since I was trying to teach my body a different way, there were nights
when I had to go to bed early because I couldn’t stop obsessing over food. I know now that this
was sugar withdrawal. Sometimes drinking water and chewing ice cubes helped, but sometimes



it didn’t. They say that sugar is ten times more addicting than heroin, and I feel like I truly
experienced symptoms of withdrawal.I had to teach myself the difference between my
conditioning and what actual hunger felt like. I’d complain to my husband about how I was
starving after having just eaten a snack 30 minutes before. I wasn’t really starving, it was just my
conditioning. It was the withdrawal.I had to find a different way to cope with my emotions instead
of using food to bury or pacify them. Everything always comes out eventually. If you don’t handle
your emotions, it’s going to manifest itself in other ways. I couldn’t figure out how to articulate my
feelings or find the vulnerability required to share how broken I was feeling inside. It was easier
to say I needed food instead of admitting that I needed help.Part of this journey for me was
finding new ways to manage those big emotions, being more transparent about my feelings with
my partner, and finding new ways to handle stress and anxiety. Surprisingly, a lot of my anxiety,
exhaustion, and stress began to fade after I altered my diet. I can actually feel a shift in my
temperament when I begin to eat poorly now. It makes me feel more anxious, tired, and angry.
Y’all, I’m serious—processed food can alter your brain and hormonal chemistry.I had to learn
that I have cravings for a reason and that I need to identify whether they’re coming from a place
of nutrient deficiency or emotional eating tendencies. Navigating these cravings wasn’t always
easy, but I accepted that I was going to do all of this perfectly imperfectly and that as long as I’m
trying, I’m succeeding.I now speak what I’m feeling. “I don’t really want McDonald’s, I’m just
feeling overwhelmed and stressed out, and that is how my brain is telling me I can fix it.” Then I
walk through solutions. Can I calm my anxiety with prayer and breathing exercises? Can I quiet
my stress by going for a run or checking a thing or two off of my to-do list?Finding an ally to talk
to is key. Whether that person is a therapist, counselor, girlfriend, or your partner, don’t stay
silent. Sharing your struggles can be a key way to work through your cravings and realign
yourself with your end goal, a healthy lifestyle.Motivation vs. HabitMotivation is fleeting. It comes
and goes and cannot be controlled. I realized that I couldn’t anchor my success to my
motivation, or I would have been done for the first time my husband brought donuts home. So,
what did I anchor my success to?There are so many things we do every day that we don’t want
to do. Get out of bed, brush our teeth, shower, make breakfast for our kids and get them ready
for school and out the door, go to work, pay the bills, clean the house. The list is endless. How is
it that we manage to do all of these things every single day without some big motivational push?
Some of these things are habitual, learned habits that become less of a nuisance as we get into
a routine and continue to do them over a period of time. They become an almost effortless part
of our life, something we don’t even think about anymore.Others may be annoying but a
necessity to continue to live the lifestyles we desire. These things don’t require motivation either,
though it’s nice when we have it. Sometimes we have to do things we don’t want to, for no other
reason than . . . it’s good for us—things like paying bills, doing our taxes, and making sure our
cars receive proper maintenance. You can see where I’m going with this.We have to stop
thinking about a healthy lifestyle as something that we only do when we’re motivated and start
thinking about it as one of those things we do because it’s good for us, for our families. It’s



difficult at times, but necessary.You don’t have to be motivated to change. Motivation isn’t
reliable anyway.If you can muster the strength to start, I promise you it will begin to turn into a
habit—something you won’t have to work so hard at anymore because it will become a part of
your everyday lifestyle and, over time, will require less thought and energy. So, how do you turn
this into a habitual lifestyle change?It requires hard work, dedication, and choosing to do what’s
best instead of what is most appealing. It requires denying that voice inside your head, the one
that tells you that any form of food could make you feel better or happy. It requires vulnerability,
admitting that you have a problem, and reaching out to ask others for help with accountability. It
requires doing what’s best even when no one is around to witness it.My Aunt Kim says, “You
have to change the wallpaper of your mind before you change your diet. As you begin to love
yourself the way you are, you will begin to take care of yourself properly because we take care of
the things we love.”The SolutionChange begins with self-love. You can’t hate yourself into health
and happiness. I thought my weight was the problem, but it was only a symptom of much deeper
issues.Responsibility: I had to acknowledge that I played an active role in getting myself to
where I was and that no one could dig me out of the pit but me. By not taking responsibility, I was
forfeiting my ability to grow and make lasting changes.Purpose: I had to stop searching for my
worthiness in other people and things. I resolved to unfollow anyone on social media who made
me feel lesser and focused on finding my passion. I ended up finding a purpose so big that it
began to captivate and change all of those around me.Love: I made a promise to myself to begin
to prioritize my well-being. To befriend my body, cut out negative self-talk, and love myself the
way I love my children. The climb-mountains, brave-stormy-seas kind of love.Maybe you have a
big FAT problem too. Maybe life hasn’t gone like you planned, maybe you’re struggling with
disappointment, battling depression, maybe you’re broken.I’ve been there and for everything
there is a season.Maybe it’s time to move into a new season, one of healing, acceptance, and
change.Take a moment to reflect and ask yourself if there’s anything that’s prohibiting your ability
to grow.Practically SpeakingLet’s address the pressing question: What can I eat?I think it’s a bit
impractical to assume we’re going to give up anything for the rest of our lives. I tried restrictive
dieting where I cut my diet down to the bare essentials, and you know what? I lost weight! But
putting large diet limitations on myself didn’t ever last. Overeating is a natural response to
restrictive eating. It’s a normal response to want exactly what we can’t have, and for me, it
usually ended in a catastrophic binge fest the second I felt unmotivated, hungry, and tempted.In
2017, when I decided to pursue health, I decided to give a few things up for a while. It’s not that I
couldn’t have them, I just knew they weren’t conducive to healing. Those foods will always be
around. The world isn’t going to run out of Doritos anytime soon, but I only had two years left in
my 20s. I’d already spent all of my teenage years overweight, sick, and limited physically. Did I
really want to spend all of my 20s the same the way?This wasn’t a diet. Nothing was ever off
limits, but I did begin to cut back on my processed food intake to foster the healthiest life I could.
By no means did that mean I was perfect, that I didn’t have nights where I enjoyed a piece of
Papa John’s pizza, or that I didn’t have a donut from the shop down the street. But when I did eat



takeout, I didn’t have the same urge to overindulge anymore because I wasn’t restricting it. When
I realized I could eat those foods anytime I wanted, keeping portion sizes small to moderate
wasn’t as much of a struggle.I stopped beating myself up. I stopped punishing myself with hours
of cardio or fasting after I made a choice that I didn’t feel stellar about. It was a lifestyle change.
When we know better, we do better. It was a learning process.Now I keep things really simple. If
it comes from the earth and is minimally processed, I eat it! I eat all fruits, all vegetables, beans
and legumes, meats, healthy fats, and whole grains. I limit processed foods and try to mimic my
old favorites by re-creating them with real, whole ingredients.J.E.R.F. is the motto I live by. It
simply means, Just Eat Real Food!I’ve been able to refine our diets to best suit our family over
the last couple of years. For instance, half of my five do not digest unfermented dairy, red meat,
or gluten well, so we limit those things. Those foods are not inherently bad for you—my family
just has sensitivities to them.In this cookbook, you’ll find delicious recipes for the entire family
that follow the J.E.R.F principal—just eat real food. There is something for everyone whether
you’re low-carb, keto, sugar-free, vegan, pescatarian, or paleo.What to Eat When You Go
OutWhen I first started this lifestyle change, going out was so intimidating. I didn’t know what to
eat. Now there’s no place we go that I can’t find something on the menu or have it modified to
suit my tastes. Restaurants are growing more accustomed to accommodating food sensitives
and allergies, which is very exciting!For takeout/fast food, I choose:* Lettuce wrapped burger.
Sometimes called protein style. It’s essentially just the meat patty with the vegetables, no bun. If
the fast food joint doesn’t do lettuce wraps, just ask for bun-less, and they should give it to you
like a salad. You can also do this with chicken sandwiches.* Salads. Most places list the calorie
count on the menu now. Choose a low-calorie salad paired with a low-calorie dressing. If
ordering half a salad is an option, I usually do that.* Grilled chicken nuggets* Fresh fruitAt
restaurants, I choose:* A lean protein like chicken breast or salmon, paired with a vegetable
side* A leafy green salad with a balsamic dressing or vinaigrette* A lettuce-wrapped burger or
chicken sandwich with a side salad or sweet potato fries* Lettuce-wrapped tacos or tacos with a
corn tortilla* Cauliflower-crust pizza* A brothy, non–dairy based soup or stewMelissa
BartholomewI’m in my mid-30s but have had lupus since I was 19, as well as being a kidney
transplant recipient in 2010. In the summer of 2017, I found myself the heaviest I’d ever been. I
was incredibly stressed as a mom to a wild preschooler, a full-time customer service lead for a
large company, and a wife to a soldier who was about to deploy to the Middle East. After my
husband left in October, I knew I needed to work on myself in order to keep my health steady in
the chaos. It was right around that time I stumbled upon the Instant Loss community on
Facebook. The recipes were so simple yet delicious, Brittany was full of good nutrition ideas and
tips, plus the support in her group was tremendous. It all helped me find the determination to
lose over 25 pounds by April and keep it off, but more importantly I felt fantastic and a lot more
comfortable in my own skin. I’m grateful for Brittany and how open she is about her journey with
her lifestyle change and the encouragement she gives others. Truly from the bottom of my heart,
thank you for sharing your life. I know it’s not always easy, but your honesty and genuine nature



really do help in so many ways.What to Eat at a GatheringI was a bit nervous the first time I went
to a family gathering after changing my eating habits. I was doing so well making positive
changes, I didn’t want to set myself back. To eliminate the fear that there wouldn’t be anything
there I wanted to eat, I called the hostess and asked her if I could bring a side and a dessert.
She happily accepted my offer. Almost every party-giver is happy to accept help in the food
department, and that way you know that there are at least two things there you’ll want to eat!This
is a lifestyle. It wouldn’t be a very practical lifestyle if you were afraid every time you socialized.
Here are some practical tips to help:* Do not avoid social situations. Instead of focusing on the
food, focus on the people you’re with. Be intentional about living in the moment and enjoying the
people around you.* Eat a small snack or meal before the gathering so that you’re not ravenous
when you arrive and tempted to overeat. Drink lots of water throughout the evening.* Do not feel
guilty for indulging a little. Enjoy treats in moderation.* Fill your plate once and do not go back for
seconds.* Do not feel pressured by food pushers, but politely say, “No, thank you.” If the person
is offended, do not take it personally. The way others feel about your choices is not your
problem.* Do not punish yourself with starvation and hours of cardio. Accept that you are human
and not perfect!* Do not give up on your goals, if you mess up, get right back on track with your
next meal.What to Eat When You’re BusyIn recent years, our lives have gotten much more
complicated. We always have something to do, somewhere to be, a business call to make,
books to write. . . . As our lives evolved, the way we eat evolved too. I have to be more intentional
about the way I handle our meals these days.This is why Instant Loss: Eat Real, Lose Weight is
going to make your life so much simpler! On page 33, there is a four-week meal plan with meal
prepping tips that I hope you utilize. These are some of my favorite quick and easy recipes,
tested by families, so that you can share them with yours!But, let’s face it, sometimes I just don’t
want to prep. Sometimes, I just want a Sunday afternoon to be about napping and watching
reruns of The Office, not figuring out what we’re going to eat throughout the week. Maybe I
should have titled this section What to Eat When You’re Lazy? Where my lazy girls at? I’m a lazy
girl at heart. I can hustle like a boss but at the end of the day, something has got to give and
sometimes what gives is meal time.So, how is this lifestyle change possible when all you want to
do is lie on the couch, amidst the piles of laundry, and not move? Here are some of my go-to
dinners. They aren’t fancy. They aren’t overly nutritious. I call them “at least we’re not starving”
meals. They’re essential fallbacks for those nights where making dinner isn’t emotionally
feasible.Lightly Salted Rice Cake + Favorite Sandwich ToppingsMy kids love rice cakes topped
with peanut butter and jelly. Brady and I will do open-faced turkey, chicken, or tuna sandwiches.
This literally takes less than 5 minutes to whip up. It’s a great fallback dinner on nights when you
just can’t even.Serve with a side of carrot sticks, celery, or gluten-free crackers. Arrowhead Mills
has a fabulous almond flour cracker.Shawna BeamI had my third baby in May 2018, and I had
started following Brittany on Instagram while I was pregnant with him. However, I didn’t really put
any of her recipes into action until about 2 months after he was born. I got a pressure cooker and
ordered her book once it released and began eating real food! I started losing the weight pretty



fast while breastfeeding (which I was scared to go all-in full force, because I didn’t want to lose
my milk supply). I had gained way too much with my first pregnancy and could never get it off,
and having got pregnant with my third when my second was only 8 months, it definitely wasn’t
happening then either. But now my youngest is 7 months, and I’m down to my pre-baby weight
and feeling great. From my absolute largest (9 months pregnant) I’ve lost 75 pounds.Pro-Mom
Tip: Once a week, let the kids make dinner! This is an easy dinner to assign them. If your kids
are anything like mine, they’ll jump at the chance to get “cooking”!Popcorn and SmoothiesGo out
and buy yourself an air popper right now. Don’t waste time trying to pop popcorn kernels in your
Instant Pot—that’s a big ole mess anyway. Grab a $15 air popper at Walmart. That thing will save
your life. Now, we’re talking survival food, this isn’t a lovely steak dinner with kale and cranberry
chutney. This is ride or die, kids are crying, and you’re about to lose your ever loving . . . you get
the picture.Pop a huge bowl of popcorn, drizzle with butter or coconut oil, and sprinkle with sea
salt. Pick a smoothie recipe with ingredients that you have on hand, whir that stuff up, and put it
in glasses with fancy straws. Then, and this is important part, sit everyone in front of the TV for a
nice relaxing family movie night.My kids think these nights are magical. Really, they’re just about
mom trying to keep her cool, but hey, everyone wins! We’ll eat kale tomorrow. (Or maybe I snuck
it in their smoothies . . . I’ll never tell!)Elissa HugginsThe Instant Loss Cookbook was a game
changer. Since starting to use the recipes, my husband and I have lost a combined 65 pounds in
4½ months through diet change and exercise. Even my picky 5-year-old daughter loves the
recipes. My pantry has never looked so good!Platter of ScroungeIt’s late and you’re walking from
the fridge to the pantry, scrounging back and forth, hoping something premade, delicious, and
ready to serve will appear right before your eyes.On scrounge nights, anything and everything
goes. I pull out leftovers, or I take whatever dipping veggies I have in the fridge (carrots, celery,
broccoli, cherry tomatoes, cucumber, peppers, etc.) and put them on a platter with some of my
homemade ranch (I always have that stuff ready to go in the fridge for these occasions). I put out
any fresh fruit that we have along with deli meat, string cheese, hard boiled eggs, plantain chips,
or nuts. It’s a snacker’s paradise, and everyone just sits around the counter, going to town.Again,
my kids think these nights are magic! They build their own turkey wraps, line celery with peanut
butter and raisins, and eat applesauce out of squeeze packets. What’s not to love?The point of
this little section is to show you that I’m a regular human mom, just like you! Not every dinner
looks as pretty as the photos you see in this book. My family isn’t always put together and
composed, and I’m most certainly not up for any Suzie Homemaker awards.With that said, I
want you to know . . . you’re going to mess up! You’re going to have nights where you won’t shine
and dinner won’t turn out. Nights your kids are being kids and you generally just want to go back
to bed. That’s okay, it means you’re normal!Take a load off. This process is going to be just as
messy as everything else in your life, or I don’t know, maybe you have it all together, and in that
case just skip over this part. Because if you don’t have it all together, you might feel like you’re
failing all the time, and you’re already overwhelmed thinking, “How the heck am I going to pull
this off?”I am your kind of people, and I want you to know you are not failing. Pop some popcorn



for dinner, build a platter of scrounge, and know that there’s probably a million other moms out
there doing the exact same thing.Getting StartedThe key to success is to pick something you
can stick to. I decided to keep my approach simple. I focused on eating real, minimally
processed foods and staying away from anything I had a sneaking suspicion my body might not
have been processing well.I went through my cupboards and refrigerator and began replacing
ingredients little by little. For instance, when we ran out of soy sauce, I replaced it with coconut
aminos (a gluten-free and soy-free soy sauce replacement). When we ran out of ketchup, I
replaced it with a sugar-free organic ketchup. (Primal Kitchen is a great brand.)I began to keep a
food journal with notes about what I ate, how it made me feel, and how the scale correlated. It
doesn’t need to be an actual journal—I kept notes in my daily planner.I started drinking water,
which is so vital for optimal health, like it was my job. On average you should drink at least 64
ounces of water a day; I personally aim to drink a gallon a day. Our bodies are composed 60% of
water, so think of it as a vitamin or nutrient that your body needs in order to thrive. Carrying a
water bottle and refilling it throughout the day is a great reminder to get those ounces in!Making
meals at home is key. It’s cost-effective, gives you complete control over ingredients, and is
empowering. There’s something so satisfying about getting in the kitchen and cooking with
beautiful ingredients. With these recipes, you’ll be able to have the time convenience of a
takeout joint in your own kitchen!You don’t have to change overnight. I didn’t just wake up one
morning reading labels like a pro and making gluten-free bread from scratch. This was a lengthy
process that required an open mind and a willingness to welcome change. Start reading, watch
a health documentary on Netflix, and become an active participant in your own health. You have
so much power over your own well-being, and a lot of it begins with food.Eat real food, eat
appropriate portions, feed your cravings with healthy alternatives instead of denying them, drink
water, move your body when you can, and eat what you love. This is about fostering healthy
change for our bodies, minds, and spirits.IngredientsThere may be many ingredients in this book
that you are unfamiliar with. As my family began to make over our mindsets concerning food, our
pantry also had a makeover. Use this as a guide to better understand why I use the ingredients I
use and what substitutions you can make if you have an allergy or don’t have a particular
ingredient on hand!Please note that all the recipes in this book were tested with the ingredients
listed in the recipe. If you make a substitution that isn’t suggested, you may end up with a
different result.EggsAll of the recipes in this book call for large eggs. I prefer to buy free-range or
pasture-raised organic eggs that are certified humane and antibiotic free.With egg allergies
becoming more prevalent, I made sure to test the baked goods in this book with egg substitutes.
The two egg substitutes I’ve found that work the best are:Flax EggMakes 1 egg substitute1
tablespoon flax meal2½ tablespoons waterAdd both of the ingredients to small bowl and stir
together with a spoon. Let sit for 5 minutes or until the mixture becomes gelatinous and the
consistency resembles egg whites.AquafabaAquafaba is the cooking liquid leftover when you
make legumes. Chickpea aquafaba is highly recommended and the only aquafaba used when
testing the recipes. It has a slight yellow tinge to it and an egg-white/jelly-like texture. You can



use the liquid from canned or home cooked chickpeas. Use 3 tablespoons of aquafaba to
substitute 1 large egg.Evelin DITTMANEver since I was little, I was always the bigger child. My
mother would point out my flaws. Telling me if clothes were too tight or that my love handles were
sticking out. In middle school I thought starving myself was the only way to lose weight. Come
high school, I was taking diet pills, skipping meals, and even the most extreme: making myself
sick. The weight never came off. I got married and my husband made me feel like a queen. It
wasn’t until I had kids that I noticed I really needed to do something, so I went back to not eating,
until one day I was scrolling through Instagram and saw your transformation pictures. I thought,
“Wow, she’s beautiful.” I clicked on your profile, and little did I know you would save my life. I kept
opening your page and reading your stories. And I’d make the recipes you posted. When your
cookbook was announced, I swear I was the first one to preorder. I started this journey with heart
issues and a weight of 215 pounds, wearing XXL-size clothing. I am currently 100-something (to
me, the number doesn’t matter anymore) wearing a size medium, and my heart issues are minor.
My kids will have their mom for a long time to come, thanks to you.FatsFat has gotten a bad rap
throughout the years. Much like carbohydrates, fat is an energy source that the body relies on to
function properly. Our cell structure needs healthy fats to thrive! The fats listed below are full of
heart-healthy, micronutrients that help keep our cell membranes strong. Healthy fats help boost
your nutrient absorption and are essential for healthy living!I prefer to use organic, minimally
processed fats in my cooking: extra-virgin olive oil, avocado oil, and extra-virgin coconut oil.
These oils can usually be used interchangeably. When a recipe calls for a specific oil, it’s
because that is the oil that tastes the best in that recipe.Butter and GheeMy family uses two
forms of butter, grass-fed salted butter and ghee. Ghee is clarified butter that has been cooked
longer to remove all the moisture, caramelizing the milk solids, and providing a rich, nutty taste.
My family struggles with a dairy sensitivity, but we all enjoy ghee without any ill side effects.
Store-bought ghee can get pricey, so most of the time we make ours at home.To make clarified
butter and ghee, simply cut a stick of butter into pieces and place in a saucepan over medium-
low heat. After the butter melts, you will see it bubble and begin to separate. This is the whey
separating from the butter. Using a spoon, skim off the whey and put it in your compost bin, or if
you’re not dairy sensitive, add it to a pan and sauté some spinach in it for a yummy snack!Cook
the butter until it becomes translucent and the milk solids sink to the bottom. This is clarified
butter! You can stop here, or continue to cook the butter until the milk solids brown (not burn)
and become fragrant. This is ghee!Let the butter cool for 10 minutes, and then strain it through a
cheesecloth into a glass jar. Store at room temperature for up to up to 3 months or in the
refrigerator for up to 1 year.If you have a sensitivity or allergy to dairy, make sure to consult your
physician before consuming any dairy product. Coconut shortening is a perfect 1:1 substitute for
butter/ghee in the baked goods recipes in this book. If you’re making a meat or vegetable dish,
substitute one of the oils listed above in the Fats section.FloursI am a big fan of alternative flours.
Most of the traditional wheat here in the U.S. is fortified and enriched with folic acid. Folic acid is
the oxidized form of folate. Unfortunately, my family has a difficult time processing it because of a



common gene mutation we all share. To learn more, visit . For this reason, we use alternative
flours in most of our cooking, and all of the recipes in this book are gluten-free. If you do not have
a gluten sensitivity, wheat flour is absolutely healthy to consume in modest portions! Just be
mindful as wheat can be inflammatory.Generally, wheat-free flours are tricky to substitute so I
highly recommend using the flours suggested in the recipes.Almond flour: Using a blanched,
superfine grind of almond flour will yield the best results for baked goods. This flour is best
stored in the freezer because it can go rancid quickly. If you have a nut allergy, you can substitute
½ cup cassava flour for every 1 cup almond flour.Garbanzo bean flour: This flour is packed full of
protein and relatively low in carbohydrates. It’s also inexpensive! If you cannot consume
legumes, you can substitute 1¼ cups superfine, blanched almond flour for every 1 cup garbanzo
bean flour.Arrowroot flour: Arrowroot flour, also known as arrowroot powder and arrowroot
starch, helps give baked goods elasticity. It’s also a marvelous thickener that can be used in
place of cornstarch. If you do not have arrowroot powder on hand, you can substitute tapioca
starch or cornstarch 1:1 for arrowroot powder.Coconut flour: Super absorbent, a little bit of
coconut flour goes a long, long way. If you have a coconut allergy, you can substitute ¼ cup
arrowroot powder for every 1 tablespoon coconut flour. Because it’s unique, substituting it in
large quantities is not recommended, unless you’re looking for a science experiment!Buckwheat
flour: Do not let the name fool you, buckwheat flour isn’t wheat at all—it’s part of the seed family!
It’s an antioxidant powerhouse that is high in fiber and non-allergenic. Finding it in a traditional
grocery store might be tricky, so I typically order mine through Ebook Library or pick it up at
Whole Foods Market.Oat flour: All oats are gluten-free but not all of them are processed in a
gluten-free facility. If you have celiac disease, be mindful and make sure you purchase oats with
a gluten-free label to ensure there is no cross contamination. I make my oat flour at home. One
cup of oats equals 1 cup oat flour. Use a high-powered blender, like a Vitamix, to grind your oats
fresh for an extra boost of nutrient content!Cassava flour: Rich in minerals like calcium,
potassium, magnesium, and iron, cassava flour is made from the whole root of the yucca plant
and is non-allergenic. This grain-free flour can be a little hard to find though, so I like to order
mine through Ebook Library. If you’re not gluten-free, whole wheat flour can be substituted 1:1
for cassava flour.Masa harina: “Dough flour” in Spanish, this is a corn flour treated in lime and
water and used to make traditional Mexican dishes. Because of the way masa harina is treated,
it makes the corn easier to digest, loosening the hulls away from the kernels and softening the
corn. This flour is a great source of iron, calcium, and fiber. Look carefully at the label and try to
find a brand that is not fortified or enriched. I use Quaker brand.Psyllium husk powder: A fiber
made out of the seeds of the plantago ovata herb, psyllium husk powder can help lower blood
sugar and lower cholesterol. It also has the added benefit that can aid in weight loss of keeping
the body satiated longer! Its ability to help maintain moisture makes it a fabulous addition to
baked goods. If you do not have this powder on hand, you can substitute ground flax seed
1:1.Stella DebiaggiI have tried dieting many times, but I’d always give up after a while and gain
everything back. But when I heard Brittany say, “Eating should be to feed your body. Always be



deliberate about what you put in your mouth,” it clicked, and I’ve been more consistent than I
have ever been. Thank you, Brittany, for being so helpful and relatable.
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Carol L. Johnson, “Amazing Cookbook it’s over the top!. Here is the recipes I’ve made so far from
this cookbook and they all are amazing delicious recipes! This book is more then what I had
expected! Brittnay went over the top for this book! I have her first cookbook to if you don’t have
that I recommend getting both of these cookbooks!  Congratulations Brittnay!”

Lisa Pusey, “Buy it, you won’t regret it. I have lived off of Brittanys first cookbook for the last year.
I lost almost fifty pounds just by cooking her recipes. I fell of the wagon a bit over the summer but
am so excited to get back to eating real food using this new book. I love Brittany for her
authenticity and real life approach to food and health. Buy her books and you won’t regret it. I
was the pickiest eater ever and Brittany made me want to try all the “weird” things!”

G. Wayne, “Great recipes enjoyed by the entire family. This is my second Instant Loss cookbook
and it is AWESOME. I loved the first book and this one doesn’t disappoint. I have the MTHFR
genetic defect and found these books searching for a diet that would help alleviate and manage
my symptoms. I was so fortunate to find these cookbooks where all the work has been done for
me. My husband and children have enjoyed every recipe we have tried. I stopped my boxed
meal orders because these recipes are easier to prepare and taste great.”

Stella Carrier, “Multiple Recipe Ideas/ Ideas of Encouragement. Please know that I’m intuitively
and logically aware that beauty comes in various hairstyles/hair textures, skin complexions,
personalities, bodyshapes etc. I am also lucky in both my personal and professional life and I
fortunately have an amazing husband who sees the beauty and unlimited potential in me even
with the way I currently am. However, I pre-ordered this kindlebook that is Instant Loss Eat Real
Lose Weight How I Lost 125 Pounds Includes 100+ Recipes by Brittany Williams on July 21,
2019 via Amazon after unexpectedly seeing her motivational/success story online and preferring
to view some of the ideas and recipes that she had to share. Additionally, I am blessed to have a
block of free time coming up this holiday season that is going to help me with an important
opportunity and headstart on some of my goals and receiving this kindlebook is timely. Williams
candidly describes some of the processes and ordeals that she went through and overcome
before achieving some of her triumphs. Some of the other multiple ideas that Brittany Williams
shares in this kindlebook: stories from multiple people shared in this kindlebook, the author’s
discussion on multiple flours, some of the multiple pictures featuring the author and her family,
various recipes featuring for instance Strawberry shortcake oatmeal honey ginger chicken salad,
green goddess dressing, blueberry jam,  crispy orange cauliflower,  and more.”

SF, “OMG OMG OMG!!! AMAZINGNESS!!!!. Oh my God, oh my God, oh my God, where have
you been all my life?!?!? Your last cookbook was pretty darn amazing, and this one just tops the
charts with JERF way of living!!! I’m so happy I happened to stumble across your website in



regards to the MTHFR issue, Because you have opened up a whole new lifestyle for me with
your testimony and your life journey. Thank you for being so transparent and vulnerable to share
with so many people who are in the same boat of life! I will be buying copies of this cookbook for
my family!!! 1 million blessings to you and your future adventures!!! xoxo”

Dr. Tracy, “Want to be healthy, this is a great book for you. Inspiring and has tons of solutions.. I
don’t usually write reviews but I had to for this book. I’ve followed Brittany for years and I have
her first book. The first book was good for recipes but this book is so much more! I haven’t made
a single recipe but the first pages seem to be talking to me! They are not just the “Love yourself”
tag line but a real inspiring story, solutions, and reasons to have a healthy lifestyle. Mu advice,
buy this book. It’s a good one. :) Thank you Brittany!”

Nurse, “Changed my life. So overwhelmed and struggled with fad diets for so long, I read this
book, bought an instant pot air fryer and Vitamix and have bought this book again to give away
to a friend because by following these simple principles I have lost 20lbs in 5 weeks. Just by
eating real food. Highly recommend and such a fan of the blog, Facebook group and the
Instagram page it’s so helpful to know other out there are experiencing the same thing.Give it a
try, it’s a lovely read with a great personal story not just recipes and really inspirational- thank
you Brittany, bless you for writing this x”

Ebook Library Reader, “Awesome recipes with photos. Love, love, love! I loved Brittanys first
recipe book and I love this one even more! Love the photos and so many awesome recipes! I
have a number of cool books and go from one to the other and have often wished I could find
most of recipes in one book, and I feel this one is pretty much it! Thank you Brittany”

Madison, “It’s literally changing my life!. I love this book. I was terrified of using my instant pot for
a year and half and finally started and now can’t stop. My family has been on a no processed
and added sugar kick and we can’t get enough of these recipes. It helps me feed my kids food
they enjoy that’s also healthy! I’m so happy I bought this book I’m buying her new one in
December!”

Kaytea, “Lifestyle change, new perspective of life. Thank you Brittany for sharing all these
recipes. I as nervous taking the first steps but started with a few recipes and started building up. I
am starting to see the positive changes in my confidence and liking who I am. There are not
enough words that can express how thankful I am.”

The book by Brittany Williams has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 6,089 people have provided feedback.
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